The Rules Of Love By Richard Templar
Eventually, you will totally discover a supplementary experience and finishing by spending more cash. still when? pull off you acknowledge that you
require to get those every needs once having significantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that
will lead you to understand even more with reference to the globe, experience, some places, past history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your entirely own epoch to act out reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could enjoy now is The Rules Of Love By Richard Templar
below.

Rules of Love - Richard Templar 2015-12-14
Over 70,000 copies sold - the brand new edition of the bestselling guide
to better relationships.
The Rules of Thinking - Richard Templar 2019
"To some extent this book isn't about how to think at all. Many of the
Rules are about how to remove the barriers that get in the way of good,
clear thinking. How to avoid self-interest, sidestep assumption, dodge the
pitfalls. Once you do that, it's easy to think clearly. It would be
implausibly convenient if there just happened to be exactly 100 Rules of
Thinking. So these are the key 100, which are more than enough to
change your thought patterns significantly for the better. Once you've
mastered these Rules, you'll be much better placed to notice more of
your own. Please feel free to share them on my Facebook page if you'd
like to, and help other people join you as a fully-fledged Rules thinker"-The Book of Rules - Brian Gehrlein 2021-11-16
An interactive picture book with dynamic illustrations, in which readers
have to follow the rules or risk a run-in with a monster—with a gentle
approach to mindfulness along the way. Beware! This book has rules.
You must follow all the rules. If you break the rules . . . Dennis the
monster will eat you. And you don’t want to be Dennis-food—do you?
With a laugh-out-loud, interactive style, The Book of Rules invites you to
get your sillies out before it’s time to focus and listen to directions. And
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you better get started, because Dennis can’t wait to eat—or, um—meet
you!
The Rules of Parenting - Richard Templar 2013-04-02
There are lots of wrong ways to bring up your kids, but there are lots of
right ones, too. There's no list of instructions you have to follow to the
letter if you don't want your child to end up a loser. Richard Templar's
The Rules of Parenting, Expanded Edition presents the principles to
follow which you can adapt to suit you and your children. Templar -author of The Rules of Life and many other best-sellers -- has brought
together 100+ parenting tips you can start using instantly. Now updated
and expanded with 10 brand-new rules, Templar's rules address
everything you need to know from start to finish. Beginning with the first
rule "Relax" and continuing through 100+ rules, this book presents a
guide to everything a parent needs to know from toddling, school,
boyfriends or girlfriends, through driving lessons and college. The book
begins with a section that covers the most important rules, The Rules for
Staying Sane. The rest of the sections cover some of the big questions of
parenting, including the Attitude Rules, the Discipline Rules, the Sibling
Rules, the School Rules, the Teenage Rules, the Crisis Rules, all the way
up to the Grown-up Rules.
The Rules of Life, Expanded Edition - Richard Templar 2010-11-11
The first edition of The Rules of Life: A Personal Code for Living a Better,
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Happier, More Successful Life became a global phenomenon, topping
bestseller charts around the world. This revised edition includes nine
new rules to take you further, faster. Author Richard Templar brings
together 106 practical rules that happy, successful people follow, even if
they've never thought about it. These are realistic, commonsense things
you can do differently, starting today... small things that make a powerful
difference. Templar offers real wisdom on: Deciding what's important
and what isn't Focusing on changes you really can make Using your
intuition Learning positive lessons from your regrets Having great
dreams and making practical plans Staying young Forgiving without
becoming a pushover Follow The Rules of Life. You'll feel better. You'll
be a better friend, partner, and parent. And you'll leave the world a
better place.
The Rules of Parenting - Richard Templar 2015-08-26
Over 32,000 copies sold. The golden principles and behaviours to guide
you smoothly through the challenges of raising children.
Rules of Love, The: A Personal Code for Happier, More Fulfilling
Relationships - Richard Templar 2023-01-26
Get ready to experience the Rules effect. Begin to get more out of life,
shrug off adversity more easily and generally be a happier, calmer, more
fulfilled person. You'll feel the benefits, and so will everyone around you.
Communion - bell hooks 2021-10-12
“When truth teller and careful writer bell hooks offers a book, I like to be
standing at the bookshop when it opens.” –Maya Angelou Renowned
visionary bell hooks explored the meaning of love in American culture
with the critically acclaimed bestseller All About Love: New Visions. She
continued her national dialogue with the bestselling Salvation: Black
People and Love. Now hooks culminates her triumphant trilogy of love
with Communion: The Female Search for Love. Intimate, revealing,
provocative, Communion challenges every woman to courageously claim
the search for love as the heroic journey we must all choose to be truly
free. In her trademark commanding and lucid language, hooks explores
the ways ideas about women and love were changed by the feminist
movement, by women's full participation in the workforce, and by the
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culture of self-help, and reveals how women of all ages can bring love
into every aspect of their lives, for all the years of their lives. Communion
is the heart-to-heart talk every woman -- mother, daughter, friend, and
lover -- needs to have.
The Rules of Parenting - Richard Templar 2008
Some parents make it look so easy. They are eternally calm, have great
relationships with their kids, and seem to have parenting down to a fine
art. But is this really possible? How do they do it? Have you ever
wondered what makes them so good? These parents do many things
right but have one thing in common. They know The Rules of Parenting.
The set of golden behaviours that help you to help your kids look after
themselves, enjoy life, be caring and kind, and help you to enjoy the
whole experience too. The Rules of Parenting is the reassuring support
that thousands have been searching for. You don't have to be a perfect
parent, and you don't have to have perfect children; this book will tell
you why. Templar's simple rules will reveal the small things that you can
do to make a big difference; the behaviours, the motivations, the ways of
thinking that will help you through both the early and later years of
parenting. None of them guarantee success, but they all increase your
chances of bringing up happy, healthy children. And they will all show
you how to remain sane, keep your sense of humour and be a great
parent; after all, it's an important job to get right. The Rules of Parenting
puts everything in perspective and you in control. A simple set of
principles and behaviours that will guide you smoothly through the
challenge of being a parent.
Big, Bold, and Beautiful - Kierra Sheard-Kelly 2021-04-13
In this immersive and inspirational book, Grammy Award-nominated
singer Kierra Sheard shares her hard-won advice on body positivity,
spiritual self-care, goal setting, finding your joy, and living boldly in faith,
empowering you to grab the life you’re meant to lead. Every one of us
was born to make a difference. But do you sometimes feel overwhelmed
by the things the world prioritizes, thinking you don’t match up or you
don’t fit into the mold? Or do you wish you had a more supportive family,
or positive role models, or access to the things you need emotionally and
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spiritually to keep going? Kierra Sheard sees you and will teach you how
to: Identify your goals, talents, and gifts so you can survive and thrive
Deal with societal expectations and focus on what really matters Truly
love yourself and find out who you really are as an individual Live your
faith loud and proud Inside Big, Bold, and Beautiful you’ll find: Short and
easy-to-read chapters with deep advice for teens and young women on
navigating life, and insightful questions to help you find your path
Illustrated feature pages containing stand-alone graphics that highlight
key topics for easy reference when you need a boost An ideal gift for
those who need encouragement, as well as graduates getting ready for a
new phase
Rules of Life - Richard Templar 2012-06-18
A personal code for living a better, happier, more successful kind of life
The hugely anticipated second edition of this bestselling title will show
you the simple principles that will help you do less, be more – and live a
better and happier kind of life. Some people seem to be just good at life.
They glide effortlessly onwards and upwards, always seeming to know
the right things to say and do, in every situation. Everybody likes them –
they are great to work with and to live with. They are happy (for the most
part) and they know how to roll with life’s punches. They have time for
everybody and always seem to know what’s important (and how to deal
with what’s not). Is there something they know and do that we don’t? Is
it something we could all learn? The answer is a most definite yes. They
know the Rules of Life. The Rules of Life are the guiding principles that
will help you achieve more, shrug off adversity more easily, get more out
of life and generally be a happier, calmer, more fulfilled person. You'll
feel the benefits – and so will everyone around you. The second edition of
the ultimate self-help Bible, by renowned author Richard Templar has
now been updated with new rules in response to real reader suggestions.
How to Get Things Done Without Trying Too Hard 2e - Richard Templar
2012-09-07
In this clever book, bestselling author Richard Templar delivers a
collection of principles, tactics and techniques that will make sure things
always get done, without you ever having to break a sweat or stay up into
the-rules-of-love-by-richard-templar

the small hours to do it. These pithy, self-contained ideas are so
straightforward that you can even read the book itself without trying too
hard
The Rules of Love - Richard Templar 2015-11-24
Over 70,000 copies sold - the brand new edition of the bestselling guide
to better relationships.
The Rules of Love - Richard Templar 2013-04-15
Love matters. Whether it's the romantic kind or the emotional bond
between you and family or friends. Indeed latest research suggests that
those who love and are loved are significantly more likely to be alive in
10 years time than those without love in their lives. Love makes us
happy, and the happier we are, the longer it seems we tend to live. So,
why is it that some people find relationships so easy? We all know the
kind of person, married forever, connected with their family, and strong
friendships that have stood the test of time from all stages of life. The
people who make friends easily, who have someone utterly devoted to
them and for whom many would do anything. What do they know and do
that the rest of us could learn from? That's what you'll find in this book.
If you study people who are so good at relationships you discover it's not
about their personality or gender or how self sacrificing they are. Those
who are great in all relationships usually do have to work at it. The
secret is that they know exactly where to put their efforts. They know the
Rules of Love. Now updated and expanded with 10 brand-new rules, The
Rules of Love helps you benefit from the simple principles of forming and
sustaining strong, enduring and ultimately, life enhancing relationships.
The Rules to Break - Richard Templar 2013-08-01
From a very young age you’ve been inundated with other people’s rules –
parents, teachers, friends – helpful principles, friendly advice, and little
pointers to help you get on in life. So, how do you free yourself from
these false or unhelpful beliefs that have somehow become ingrained in
the deepest recesses of your mind? In this brand new book, international
bestselling author Richard Templar exposes the most common imposter
rules, and offers a refreshing perspective and a new way of thinking.
Above all, Templar helps you master the ability to truly think for yourself,
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and follow a path that you’ve chosen, rather than blindly following
someone else’s.
The Rules of Life - Richard Templar 2012
Some people seem more contented, fulfilled, enthusiastic about life . . .
just plain happier. Is it genes? Money? No. It's the choices they make,
how they behave, every single day. Now, Templar brings together the
rules that happy, successful people follow: small, simple, commonsense,
doable rules that can change a person's life.
The Rules of People - Richard Templar 2017-10-11
****The Rules of People has been officially shortlisted in the 'Self
Development' category for The Business Book Awards 2018, as
announced on 17th January 2018.**** A PERSONAL CODE FOR
GETTING THE BEST FROM EVERYONE. We all know someone who is a
natural 'people person'. They seem to understand what people really
want, what they really think and what they really mean. They can
effortlessly get people onside, and keep them happy and motivated. Is
there something they know that the rest of us don't? Is it something we
can all learn? The answer is a resounding yes. They know The Rules of
People. These Rules are the guiding principles that show you how to
connect with strangers, build strong relationships with friends and
colleagues, and even get the best out of difficult people. They will help
you say the right thing, do the right thing, and know instinctively how to
handle every situation. You'll have relaxed, easy relationships and you'll
be that person who gets on with everyone.
The Rules of Wealth - Richard Templar 2015-07-29
Some people seem to find money so easy. Easy to make, easy to hold on
to and easy to grow. The rest of us just find it easy to spend. Here’s a
personal code for a life of prosperity and plenty.
Building Better Relationships - Richard Templar 2013-04-27
A brand new collection of 4 expert guides to building better personal
relationships, connections, and careers! A breakthrough personal skills
book collection: improve all your relationships, and become more
successful at everything you do! You can learn to be more efficient, more
productive, more engaging, more rational, more emotionally intelligent,
the-rules-of-love-by-richard-templar

and happier! This extraordinary collection of books is packed with all the
learnable skills, techniques, and attitudes you’ll need. First, in The Rules
of Life, Expanded Edition, Richard Templar uncovers 106 practical rules
that happy, successful people follow, even if they’ve never thought about
it. These are realistic, commonsense things you can do differently,
starting today... small things that will make you happier… make you a
better friend, partner, and parent… help you leave the world a better
place. Next, in 30 Days to Better Thinking and Better Living Through
Critical Thinking, Revised and Expanded Edition, Drs. Linda Elder and
Richard Paul teach specific, easy-to-learn critical thinking techniques
that help you cut through lies, gain insight, and make smarter choices
about everything from money to intimate relationships. They’ll help you
overcome poor thinking habits caused by self-delusion or out-of-control
emotions... clarify what you want... recognize what you don’t know…
resist brainwashing, manipulation, and hypocrisy... critically evaluate
what you’re told by advertisers, politicians, your boss, and your family…
avoid worrying, conformism, and blame! Then, in Attack Your Day , Mark
and Trapper Woods present crucial “activity management” skills and 101
productivity strategies for achieving unprecedented effectiveness, and
moving relentlessly towards your greatest life goals. Dramatically
improve the way you prioritize activities… organize inherently more
productive days… overcome procrastination forever… know how to “turn
on a dime” without sacrificing focus … learn how and when to say NO to
interruptions! Finally, in Taking Flight! , Merrill Rosenberg and Daniel
Silvert reveal profound hidden patterns of human behavioral style. You’ll
learn to use the proven DISC model of human behavior to become a more
effective leader, salesperson, or teacher; revitalize your career; and build
deeper relationships. Then, you’ll create your own personal action plan
for making the most of your strengths, working around weaknesses, and
supercharging your personal performance! From world-renowned
personal performance experts Richard Templar, Linda Elder, Richard
Paul, Mark Woods, Trapper Woods, Merrick Rosenberg, and Daniel
Silvert
The Rules of Work, Expanded Edition - Richard Templar 2010-06-22
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Some people are simply great at their job; they always seem to say or do
the right thing. They are mentioned in every conversation. Everybody
likes them. They get promoted. They get pay raises. They get along with
the boss. And somehow, they do all these things without being
unpleasant, breaking much of a sweat or seeming to put in excess effort.
And when they are offered another step up the corporate ladder or a
fabulous new job, no one is surprised. After all, they have 'potential'
written all over them. How do they do it? Do they know some secret we
don't? Yes, they know The Rules of Work. These rules aren't about how to
do your job, they are about how you are seen doing it. They are about
how you appear to others. And they are about helping you to achieve the
success you richly deserve. The first edition of The Rules of Work: A
Definitive Code for Personal Successbecame a global phenomenon,
topping bestseller charts around the world. This new edition includes 10
brand new rules to take you further, faster. These rules are the guiding
principles that will improve both what you do and how you do it, giving
you the unmistakable air of confidence that will win you admiration,
respect, and the next promotion. With The Rules under your belt you'll
have the edge in everything you do, without having to compromise your
principles.
The Rules of Parenting - Richard Templar 2013-03-06
Some parents make it all look easy. They always seem to know the right
things to do and say, however tricky the situation. They have a seemingly
instinctive ability to raise happy, confident, well-balanced children.
Children who handle their emotions well, enjoy life, respect others, are
decent and thoughtful and stand up for what they believe in. Is there
something these parents know that the rest of us don’t? Is it something
we could learn? The answer is a resounding yes. They know The Rules of
Parenting. The golden principles and behaviours that will guide you
smoothly through the challenges of raising children. This new edition
contains 9 new rules to help you keep calm and in control, and put your
children on the path to becoming successful independent adults. You’ll
get more out of being a parent. They’ll become all they can be.
The Rules of Work - Templar Richard 2010-09
the-rules-of-love-by-richard-templar

Rules of People - Richard Templar 2022-11-08
A personal code for living a better, happier, more successful kind of life.
The Witch's Book of Love - Mary Shannon 2020-01-21
Master the magic of matchmaking in this fun and practical guide to using
witchcraft to find your perfect partner. Now you can find love faster than
ever with this complete guide to magical matchmaking! The Witch’s Book
of Love has all the spells and solutions to help you on your quest for
love—and shows you how to make your relationship grow and prosper
into the love you’ve always dreamed of! The Witch’s Book of Love has
everything you need to know about attracting the perfect partner with
spells, palmistry, astrology, and numerology. Check your compatibility
and seal your new relationship with charms and other magical mojo so
you can make your love last a lifetime.
Rules of Life - Richard Templar 2007-09
Some people seem naturally good at life. They seem to sail through,
being successful and happy and everything always seems to fall into
place. We all know a few of them - those rare people who are happy and
positive and make things happen. They have a loving family, great
relationships, a supportive network and work they enjoy. They generate
goodwill wherever they go and always seem to know the right thing to do
- and then do it. They balance their lives without us ever seeing them
frantically juggling, much less let it all drop in a mess on the floor. They
are happy and successful, with diver.
The Secret Rules of Flirting - Fran Greene 2018-09-04
The Secret Rules of Flirting is your guide to decoding flirting secrets,
attracting the attention you crave, and building the confidence you've
always wished for. The Secret Rules of Flirting is your definitive guide to
communicating (online and in person), attracting the ideal mate, and
reading body language and other social cues to find instant adventure,
friendship, fun, and romance. Do you want to become a more natural
flirt? Find out what signals someone might give to show they’re attracted
to you? Maybe just refresh your in-real-life flirting skills after so much
swiping, texting, and online searching? Nationally renowned relationship
expert Fran Greene will walk you through her trusted techniques for
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becoming the most confident and attractive person in the room (whether
you think you are or not!). You’ll learn how to: Establish trust and
intimacy through eye contact Be a good and thoughtful listener Signal
that you are available and interested Recognize when someone is flirting
with you Master digital flirting Take control of your social life Your
secret weapon to becoming a fearless flirt is here. With help from The
Secret Rules of Flirting, you’ll master the art of communicating and
attract the love you deserve.
Waiting and Dating - Dr. Myles Munroe 2022-05-17
DON'T kiss dating goodbye—there is a much better way! Dr. Myles
Munroe's guide to waiting and dating offers sound and humorous advice
on dating that will help believers prepare for a long and happy marriage.
In an age where culture’s views on dating, courtship, and premarital
romance are increasingly at odds with God’s Word, the late Myles
Munroe—internationally acclaimed teacher and bestselling
author—offers crystal clear wisdom and biblical truth for a satisfying love
relationship. In this user-friendly handbook to biblical dating, you will
learn the importance of: Having a shared faith in God. The priority of
personal wholeness. True, godly friendship. Dispelling myths about
finding the "right" person. Discerning a God-given relationship. The
principles in this book will help you turn what can sometimes be a
stressful, uncertain time of life into a joy-filled journey. If you want to
grow in the Lord and prepare for the commitment of marriage with that
special someone, this book is essential, fun, and full of hope!
The Rules to Break - Richard Templar 2015-11-09
A personal code for living your life your way. From a very young age
you’ve been inundated with other people’s well-intended rules. Whether
from teachers, friends or parents, these helpful principles and bits of
gracious advice are supposed to help you get on in life. The trouble is,
many of these rules aren’t true (at least not all the time) and yet they
have a major influence on your life whether you realise it or not. How do
you sort the gold dust from the sawdust? In The Rules to Break,
international bestselling author Richard Templar exposes the most
common phoney rules, explains what’s wrong with them and then offers
the-rules-of-love-by-richard-templar

a refreshing alternative and a new way of thinking. Above all, he’ll help
you master the ability to truly think for yourself, so than you can follow a
path that you’ve chosen, rather than blindly following someone else’s.
It’s your life. Why not live it your way?
The Rules of Living Well - Richard Templar 2020-11-25
A personal code for a healthier, happier you When did life get so busy?
Work, family, exercise - they're all important but there's never enough
time. How can you effortlessly achieve a healthy balance between them
all so you can reach your potential? The Rules of Living Well are here to
help. Covering everything from mindfulness, mental health, wellbeing,
longevity, energy, balance, perspective, relaxation to exercise, you'll find
simple ways to have a healthy attitude and be your best self. What are
you waiting for?
How to Get What You Want Without Having To Ask - Richard
Templar 2012-09-07
In this clever book, bestselling author Richard Templar delivers a
collection of principles, tactics and techniques that will make sure things
always go your way, without you even having to ask. You’ll discover the
secrets of being the kind of person who gets what they want, and the
secrets of making it easy for people to say yes to you (sometimes without
even realising they are doing it). And for those rare occasions where you
really do have to ask, you’ll find priceless advice on exactly what to say
and how to say it, so that you’ll definitely never have to ask twice.
The Rules of People - Richard Templar 2017-10-26
A PERSONAL CODE FOR GETTING THE BEST FROM EVERYONE. We
all know someone who is a natural ‘people person’. They seem to
understand what people really want, what they really think and what
they really mean. They can effortlessly get people onside, and keep them
happy and motivated. Is there something they know that the rest of us
don't? Is it something we can all learn? The answer is a resounding yes.
They know The Rules of People. These Rules are the guiding principles
that show you how to connect with strangers, build strong relationships
with friends and colleagues, and even get the best out of difficult people.
They will help you say the right thing, do the right thing, and know
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instinctively how to handle every situation. You’ll have relaxed, easy
relationships and you’ll be that person who gets on with everyone.
The Rules of Life - Richard Templar 2015-07-21
With a stunning new look in 2015, and with more new Rules than ever,
get ready to experience the Rules effect. Begin to get more out of life,
shrug off adversity more easily and generally be a happier, calmer, more
fulfilled person. You’ll feel the benefits, and so will everyone around you.
It’s your life. How good could it be?
Essential Rules from Richard Templar (Collection) - Richard
Templar 2011-11-21
Discover the simple, easy-to-follow rules that can supercharge your
career, optimize your management effectiveness, and transform your
life! In three remarkable books, international best-selling author Richard
Templar shares a complete, 100% practical “code” for personal success
in management, work, and life! The Rules of Management, Expanded
Edition covers everything from setting realistic targets to holding
effective meetings; finding the right people to inspiring loyalty. You’ll
learn when and how to let your people think they know more than you
(even if they don't) — and recognize when they really do. Next, in The
Rules of Work, Expanded Edition, Templar reveals the “secrets” of
people who seem naturally great at their job: those rare individuals who
always seem to say and do the right thing, get raises, get promoted —
without compromising their principles, or even seeming to break a
sweat. Finally, in The Rules of Life, Expanded Edition, Templar uncovers
yet another vital set of secrets: the learnable attitudes and easy-to-use
techniques that make some people more contented, more fulfilled, more
enthusiastic about life. These are the simple, common-sense, easy-tofollow rules that happy, successful people follow: the rules that can
change your life!
The Rules of Management - Richard Templar 2005

collection! An amazing collection of Richard Templar’s “Rules”: 6
expanded books, packed with simple, bite-size rules for achieving more
happiness, fulfillment, and success! Life just isn’t as hard as it looks!
Again and again, the most successful, happiest people use the same
strategies. You can learn and use those strategies — and they work! In
the recently-expanded editions of six amazing books, best-selling author
Richard Templar brings together hundreds of bite-size strategies for
success… all stunningly smart, quick, and practical! In The Rules of Life,
Expanded Edition, Templar uncovers learnable attitudes and easy
techniques for becoming more contented, more fulfilled, more
enthusiastic about life. Templar’s The Rules of Work, Expanded Edition
reveals “secrets” of people who seem naturally great at their jobs: those
rare individuals who always say and do the right thing, get raises, get
promoted — without compromising their principles, or even seeming to
break a sweat. In The Rules of Management, Expanded Edition , Templar
shares 100+ easy-to-use rules for becoming a more successful leader and
manager: everything from setting smarter goals to holding better
meetings, finding better people to managing your own stress and health.
Next, The Rules of Money, Expanded Edition identifies 107 “golden
behaviors” that create wealth and make it grow: indispensable insights
for saving, spending, investing, thinking about, and even enjoying
money! Templar’s The Rules of Parenting, Expanded Edition serves up
adaptable, flexible principles for becoming a better parent, from your
child’s birth through boyfriends/girlfriends, driving lessons, college —
and beyond. Finally, in The Rules of Love, Expanded Edition, Templar
offers a complete personal code for finding love, sharing it, and making it
last: 100 simple rules for finding a partner you can love for a lifetime
(and keeping your partner just as happy). Six classic books packed with
simple, common-sense, easy-to-follow rules that will change your life!
From Richard Templar, the internationally best-selling expert on life,
happiness, and personal fulfillment
The Rules of Love - Richard Templar 2008-11-28
Love . Some people know how to find it...Share it...Make it last. Were
they born that way? No. They’ve learned the rules. Rules you can learn,

Richard Templar's Rules - Richard Templar 2013-05-02
Richard Templar’s simple “rules” for achieving happiness, personal
fulfillment, and success: 6 worldwide best-sellers in one brand new
the-rules-of-love-by-richard-templar
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too. The Rules of Love. Here they are: 100 simple rules to live and love
by... Rules for finding a partner you can love for a lifetime... and keeping
your partner just as happy... for keeping your relationship fresh,
intimate, and wonderfully surprising... for getting past game playing,
jealousy, arguments, and history... for actually, really communicating...
for knowing what matters, and what doesn’t... for building better
relationships with your entire family (including your kids...maybe even
your in-laws) The most important rules you will ever follow Follow them
to joy, to contentment, to lifelong love.
The Rules of Work - Richard Templar 2003
"This is a definitive code for personal business success? Key points,
concisely made, that can steer anyone through the minefield of office
life." Management Today Some people seem to be just great at their job.
They glide effortlessly onwards and upwards through all the politics, the
back stabbing, the system, the nonsense that goes on. They always seem
to say and do the right thing. Everybody likes them. They get pay rises
and promotion. They get on with the boss. And somehow, they do all
these without breaking much of a sweat or seeming to put in excess
effort. Is there something they do that we don't? Is it a natural ability or
something we could all learn? The answer is a most definite and
resounding yes. They know the 'Rules of Work'. These rules are about
how you are seen to be doing your job ? brilliantly and efficiently. They
are about how you appear to others ? successful and confident. The Rules
of Worktakes simple information about how people relate to each other
in a completely artificial environment - the workplace ? and uses it to
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promote your rise up the ladder of success. This is the book for you if you
want to get on and up without becoming ruthless or unpleasant. This is
the book for you if you want to be successful and still be able to live with
yourself, and be regarded as a thoroughly decent person by your
colleagues and bosses.
The Rules of Money - Richard Templar 2012
Provides over a hundred "rules" about how to create wealth and make it
grow, including saving, spending, investing, and enjoying money.
The Rules of Love - Richard Templar 2013-01
Strong, loving relationships are what life’s all about. And some people
are really good at it. They find a partner who makes them happy and they
seem to know instinctively how to handle tricky times and keep the
relationship fresh and rewarding. They make friends easily and have
lasting relationships that stand the test of time. They are the lynchpin of
a strong supportive family. They make it look effortless. Yet for most of
us it just isn’t that straightforward. Love may be a basic human instinct,
but sharing your life with other people isn’t always easy. Is there
something these people know that we don’t? Is there something we can
all benefit from? The answer is a resounding yes. They know The Rules of
Love. The Rules of Love are a set of guiding principles that will help form
and sustain strong, enduring and ultimately life enhancing relationships.
This new edition includes 7 brand new rules for even happier and more
fulfilling relationships. You’ll feel the benefits – and so will everybody
around you.
How to Spend Less Without Being Miserable - Templar 2009-09
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